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Abstract— With the rise in navigation technology,
autonomous robots are needed for mapping regions that
are otherwise dangerous for manual exploration. In this
research project, a small-scale autonomous robot explores
a maze using multiple experimental mapping and
navigation algorithms. A key concept involved in
programming and building these robots is how efficiently
they can “read” and log obstacles around them using
sensors. Also, the robot must be able to create and use a
map as a reference in navigating the maze. The mapping
algorithms used are grid exploration and graphing the
unknown, while the navigation choices are random
turning, turning right, A star (A*), and Dijkstra’s
Algorithm. Unfortunately, the robotic parts were too weak
to endure the complete testing process, resulting in an
inconclusive study.
I. INTRODUCTION
Google Maps finds the most efficient known route for
outside locations. In combination with maps created through
satellite imaging, Google uses autonomous vehicles equipped
with cameras to detect and efficiently navigate surrounding
unknown areas. This technology — the mapping of foreign
regions and the subsequent algorithms that find efficient
routes — is also useful to visualize and navigate particularly
dangerous terrain. For instance, abandoned mine shafts are not
safe for human exploration, but with autonomous mapping,
they can be safely explored and updated for modern uses, such
as storage and mineral extraction.
The goal of this research project is to map an unknown
field and calculate the best path to travel from the entrance to
the exit. A robot with three sensors (one in the front and one
on each side) scans the various mazes built, using one trial for
mapping and the second for traveling along the most efficient

route. The testing of different algorithms for mapping the
maze and navigating paths is backed by the desire to scale
down real-world applications of affordable autonomous robots
in order to gain a greater understanding of algorithm and robot
development.
II. BACKGROUND
A. MicroMouse
This project is inspired by the MicroMouse Competition,
an international event in which robotics engineers design and
build autonomous robots, known as micromice, to solve
mazes. This competition was created in 1977, with only 5
robots ready to compete and 2 successfully navigating the
maze, of thousands of original competitors. The typical
micromouse maze is a square 16 by 16 grid, 8 feet per side, as
shown in Fig. 1 [1].

Fig. 1. Example of a micromouse competing [2].

The micromouse is first allowed to explore the maze to
locate the shortest path from the entrance to the center of the
maze. After the micromouse is finished mapping the maze, it
travels to the center of the maze and then back to the entrance
as quickly as it can. The scoring is based on the time for both
the final run and all runs together. This research project
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focuses on the challenge of navigating and mapping a maze.
However, this project is not challenging the times of other
competitors, as the available materials and motor speeds are
very different [1].
B. Arduino Uno and Language
The Arduino Uno, in its most basic form, is a
microcontroller. It is a compact computer that can be
programmed to handle multiple outputs through the various
pins on the board itself.
Specifically, the Arduino Uno comes with 14 digital
outputs, 6 analog outputs, a power jack, and a USB connection
(Fig. 2). To run, the Uno needs a power source, which is often
a battery. It is recommended that the power supply be within a
range of 7 volts (V) to 12 V, with the Arduino distributing 5 V
to the pins.
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the output voltage from each Hall sensors to output
square-wave voltage that have a phase shift (Fig. 3). The
phase shift allows the encoder to see in which direction the
wheel is rotating. The phase shift furthermore allows the
encoder to calculate the exact movement of the robot, which
allows the robot to travel the smallest distance needed to solve
the maze through precise movements [5].

Fig. 3. Phase shift from two Hall sensors on magnetic encoder [5]

D. Sensors
Autonomous robots use sensors in order to gather
information from their environment [6]. Similar to how
humans use sight to mark a path for travel, robots use distance
sensors to check if an object is blocking its way, within the
parameters of the sensor. The two types of sensors used in this
research project are an infrared distance sensor and an
ultrasonic distance sensor (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).

Fig. 2. Schematics of the Arduino Uno™ [3]

C. Encoders
Encoders are essential parts of autonomous robots. The
main purpose of the encoder is to measure the distance that the
wheel has rotated, effectively measuring the distance the robot
has traveled.
There are two common type of encoders: linear and
rotary, which are also divided into absolute and incremental
encoders. Linear encoders record motion along a path, while
rotary encoders inspect angular and rotational motion.
Between both linear and rotational encoders, there are
absolute encoders that give each position a unique value and
incremental encoders that return position based on the number
of returned pulses [4].
The encoders used on the robot are the Pololu 3081
magnetic encoder kit. These encoders operate between 2.7 V
and 18 V and provide a digital input from the two pins in the
Arduino to which the encoder is connected.
These encoders work with a rotating magnet and two
Hall sensors, which are sensors that change their output
voltage in response to a changing magnetic field. The two Hall
sensors are placed 90 degrees apart from each other, causing

Fig. 4. Infrared Sensor [7]

Fig. 5. Ultrasonic Sensor [8]

The infrared sensor transmits pulses of infrared signals to
be reflected back towards the receiver of the sensor (Fig. 6).
When an object is present, there is an increase in IR light
detected by the sensor, which can then be interpreted to
determine how far the object is from the sensor [9].
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4) Dijkstra’s Algorithm: This algorithm was devised by
computer scientist Edsger W. Dijkstra in 1956. Unlike A*,
which calculates the smallest cost from one node to the next,
Dijkstra’s Algorithm compares the “source” node to all other
nodes in the graph and finds the shortest length to follow
[12].

Fig. 6. IR Sensor Operation [9]

However, there are limitations to only using this sensor for
mapping distances. The GP2Y0A51SK0F Sharp Infrared
Distance sensor implemented in this project has a range of 2 to
15 centimeters (cm), which means that it can only detect walls
in close proximity to itself.
For larger distances, the Parallax Ping))) Ultrasonic
Distance sensor is used. The sensor can detect a wall up to 300
cm from the robot’s location by sending out a ping, or pulse.
Because the ping travels at the speed of sound, the time
between the ping being sent and received can be recorded,
which allows the distance between the robot and wall can be
calculated. This allows the robot to find longer and more
effective paths.
E. Navigation Algorithms
An algorithm is a process or set of rules to be followed in
calculations or other problem-solving operations, especially
by a computer [10]. This project tests four navigation
algorithms for completing the maze efficiently.
1) Random: This algorithm generates a random number
at each intersection, based on the number of possible paths,
to decide which path to take.
2) Turn Right: This is a common maze solving
algorithm: the robot follows the right wall throughout the
maze, possibly encircling the entire maze as it attempts to
find the exit.
3) A*: This algorithm, developed by Peter Hart, Nils
Nilsson, and Bertram Raphael of Stanford Research Institute,
searches all possible paths on a map and calculates the one
that incurs the smallest cost (distance, obstacles, speed, etc.)
[11].

III. DESIGN PROCESS
A. Robot Design
Each component of the robot is supported by the chassis,
which is the structure on which the breadboards, batteries,
motors, and sensors lie. Specifically, the base of each layer of
the robot is comprised of a plexiglass disk that holds certain
parts. The 3075 Pololu motors and sensors are attached to the
bottom layer, and the breadboards and Arduino
microcontroller lie on the top layer. The two layers are wired
through the holes on the top disk, keeping all the electronics
neat.
On the left and right side of the lower disk, a motor is
attached to a wheel that passes through the disk. This allows
the wheels to stay stable while moving. In order to keep the
robot balanced, there is a ball caster on the front and back of
the robot. A ball caster is a socket with a smooth metal sphere
that can move in any direction with the wheels for stability.
As seen in Fig. 7, the infrared sensors are placed flush with
the wheel to detect the walls to the left and right of the robot
effectively, and their placing maximizes the amount of space
for the batteries and wires. For the same reason, the ultrasonic
sensor is at the head of the robot to detect the path and walls
ahead of it effectively.

Fig. 7. Front view of completed robot.

In regard to the processing and power components, the
top disk is devoted to the breadboard and the Arduino (Fig. 6).
The breadboard is connected to 18 V from two batteries in
order to power the motor driver, which is a device that allows
the polarity of DC motors to be switched, adding forward and
backward driving capabilities. The Arduino is powered by a 9
V battery, which is then regulated to 5 V to power the sensors.
The top disk is exposed so that, in case of a problem in wiring,
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a change can be made without disassembling the entire robot.
The layers are connected by cardboard and wires, finishing the
robot’s cylindrical style and layout.

Fig. 6. Top view of completed robot
.

B. Encoders
After testing the encoder, the value that was recorded for
one full rotation of the wheel was 1200, indicative of the
resolution of the encoder. The resolution of the encoder is how
many counts the sensor analyzes per revolution of the motor
shaft. Finding the value one rotation allows the robot to map
the maze in terms of wheel rotations.
C. Sensors
1) Infrared Distance Sensors: The infrared sensors used
in this project have a short accurate range of 2 cm to 15 cm,
and for this reason the sensors were implemented as short
range proximity sensors to detect if there are walls on the left
or right of the robot. The sensors serve a dual purpose of
sensing walls and stabilizing the robot by causing the robot to
auto-center, should the distance from the right and left walls to
the sensor change.
To implement the infrared distance sensor in the code, the
analog values need to be adopted into values that represent a
distance in centimeters. Using the voltage values and the
corresponding distances provided by the device data sheet, a
formula was calculated to convert the analog values to
centimeters (Fig. 8 and Table 1). The values were substituted
into the Desmos graphing tool and the formula was then
derived through exponential regression (Fig. 9). Linear,
exponential, and logarithmic regression were all tested, but
exponential regression fit the data most accurately. The
sensors were then activated in the code and used to get a
distance accurate to a centimeter.

Fig. 8. Equation derived from exponential regression
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TABLE I
DATA VALUES FROM TESTING THE IR SENSOR

Output (Volts)

Distance (cm)

2.07

2

1.67

3

1.06

5

0.81

7

0.59

10

0.49

12

0.4

15

0.3

20

Fig. 9. Graph of data points seen in Table 1

2) Ultrasonic Distance Sensors: The Parallax Ping)))™
ultrasonic sensor was installed on the front of the robot to act
as a front-facing sensor. For power and ground, the sensor was
wired to the breadboard, while the signal wire was directly
connected to the Arduino. The sensor’s output was processed
with the Arduino NewPing library [14]. The library served the
purpose of converting the ping times into centimeter distances
that could later be used in wall detection and navigation.
D. Mapping Algorithms
1) Graphing the Unknown: A graph is a type of data
structure in which a node can point to a singular node,
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multiple nodes, or no nodes [13]. Each node contains
information about itself and also contains a reference to the
next node[s], if applicable. These nodes combine to create an
easily iterable structure.
This architecture works extremely well for mapping the
maze. The starting node consists of a length variable and an
empty array. Then, at each intersection, there are 3 possible
turns the robot can make. If a turn exists, a node is created in
the array at the corresponding index. If not, the index remains
null.
Each node stores an array of possible turns (with exactly
3 indexes), a variable that stores the last turn taken, the
previous node, and the length of the path.
This setup makes finding the most efficient path
extremely facile (using Dijkstra’s Algorithm). The robot
begins at the start node and then picks the next node/turn to
follow by examining the one with the smallest length.
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From there, the robot starts backtracking (Fig. 12). Once
the robot reaches an intersection, it reorients itself. Then, it
goes down the list of nodes (i.e. if it took a right turn the last
time, it will go left this time; if it went left last time, it will go
straight this time).
Once the robot has searched all possible turns and still
has not found the exit, it will mark the node as a dead end and
will once again reverse back to the previous intersection,
following the same pattern.
Thus, a comprehensive map of the entire maze is formed,
all the way up to the exit.
2) Grid Exploration: A 3D char array was created to map
the maze. The first two dimensions of the array create a grid.
To create the 2D grid, it was first necessary to determine
the size of the array. The length of the maze was measured
and divided by the length of the robot to calculate robot-unit
lengths. The length of the array is then one less than twice the
number of robot-unit lengths because it is unknown where the
robot will be starting. Thus, the worst-case scenario must be
assumed: the robot is at one of the corners of the maze and it
must be able to move one less than the side length of the maze
in any direction.

Fig. 10. Visualization of a graph

Fig. 10 shows a concrete example of the abstract idea of a
computer science graph. The robot would start at the
SOURCE and go forward until it hits an intersection. At the
intersection, the robot stores the length of the path in the first
node. Then, the robot scans forward, left, and right. Since
paths are found forward and left, the robot creates two new
nodes and stores them in the original node. Then the robot
continues forward. At each intersection, this process repeats:
storing the length in a node, creating new nodes for each turn,
and continuing down a path. The path in which the robot turns
goes in a sequence: right, left, then forward.
When the robot reaches a dead-end, as symbolised by the
solid grey lines in Fig. 10, the node is marked as a dead-end
(Fig. 11).

Fig. 12. Size of array for 3 by 3 maze

To illustrate the sizing of the array, imagine that the
robot is located where the star is placed in Fig. 12. If the robot
were placed in the bottom right-hand corner of the maze, the
red square would represent where the information would be
stored if the robot begins with the star.
In order to store information about all locations in the
maze, each of the positions in the first two dimensions of the
array contain another array that holds information about each
specific location, as shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2
INFORMATION STORED IN EACH POSITION OF THE 2D ARRAY

Array
Index
0
Fig. 11. The Dead-End Code

Information Stored
visited (v) or unknown (u)
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TABLE 2 CONTINUED

Array
Index

Information Stored

1

direction that the robot faced the first time it visited
the spot (f, b, l, r)

2, 3, 4

left, front, and right sides: wall (w), no wall (o), exit
(x)

5

the direction from which the robot leaves the location
with respect to the direction that the robot faces:
forward (3), right (2), left (1)

Fig. 13. Logic of grid exploration

Fig. 13 shows the overall logic of grid exploration. More
specifically, if the robot has finished mapping the maze, then
the motors will stop moving. If the robot has not finished
mapping the maze, then it will check to see if it has walls in
front, to the left, and to the right, which is a dead end. When
the robot is at a dead end, it moves backwards until there is a
new location to check. When the robot is not at a dead end, it
checks for a path forwards, right, then left, in that order. For
example, if the robot can go forwards and left, the map just
stores ‘3,’ the value for forwards, in position 5 of the array. As
the robot progresses, it maps every path in the maze. If the
robot encounters a location that it has already visited, it
reorients itself so that it is facing the same direction that it had
faced the first time it was in that spot. The robot will then go
to the next available path from that spot.
3) Finding the Exit: It was initially difficult to notify the
robot that it had found the exit of the maze, as the only sensors
available are the ultrasonic and infrared sensors. However, it
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was discovered that an object could be placed over a
maze-length away from exit to indicate that the robot had
found the end of the maze. Using the ultrasonic sensor, this
object can be sensed, indicating the exit of the maze.
4) Major Differences: The graph mapping algorithm is
only updated at intersections whereas the grid exploration
algorithm logs the walls at each block in the maze. To find the
exit, the grid exploration algorithm turns at each block to see
if the distance is greater than 150 cm. In contrast, the graph
algorithm checks only when it turns.
IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
After the robot was constructed, the sub-par quality of the
parts led to the eventual failure of the micromotors because of
the excessive load placed on them. The weight of the robot
was too much for the relatively weak motors, causing the
gearbox to shift. Continuous usage of the already defective
motor led to its eventual burn-out. Because of this, there was
not extensive testing of the robot’s maze-solving capabilities.
However, although the code was not tested, it solely
implements algorithms that are known to work. The only
possible issue with the code is a lack of compatibility to the
exact movements of the robot. Since each robot is unique,
different speeds and sensor outputs would play a heavy role in
the technical parts of the code. Should the robot be fixed,
tuning the code for each algorithm would take about 3 or 4
test runs for each algorithm respectively.
V. CONCLUSION
Ultimately, this project fell short of its goals after the robot
malfunctioned due to defects in the parts. Thus, a working
autonomous robot was not created to solve our maze.
However, mapping and navigation algorithms were created
that successfully compiled. Theoretically, had the sensors
worked correctly and the motors been able to support the
weight of the robot, the robot would have correctly mapped
the maze and solved it accordingly.
According to prior research, the graphing the unknown
mapping algorithm would have been most efficient, both in
memory usage and in mapping speed. In navigating the maze
using this map, A* would end up being the best, especially
since A* is used to calculate distances between nodes and the
graphing the unknown algorithm is solely comprised of nodes.
A. Future Research
To further test and understand mapping and
navigation technology in autonomous robots, the project can
be improved by using higher quality parts that are able to
carry out the pre-programmed algorithms. Along with testing
the original mapping and navigation algorithms, other
complex algorithms can be implemented in creating the fastest
robot. The programming can also be adjusted for larger and
trickier mazes, including those with loops, obstacles, and turns
that are not equal to 90 or 180 degrees.
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